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all effect sliders include typical color balance, brightness, contrast, sharpness, hue, saturation, vibrance, tone, color depth, gamma, and gamma curve. you can adjust the effect for
each video or audio track by clicking the plus button in the video editor. you can also adjust the effect for each track, click the down button to remove the currently selected effect.
sony vegas pro 13.0 is the best way to develop professional video editing. when people first have to deal with editing programs, they want to create a simple and intuitive editing
interface and can begin to use the software. because of the power of the software, many people always want to develop themselves, and to make the editing process easier and
more natural. hopefully, the viewer can edit that video easily. release notes. 13.0.0: support for sony vegas pro 13. features. 1) enhance the support for a single directional lut. 2)

enhance performance of chroma key. 3) enhance preview for multi-layer composites. 4) enhance the support for proxy. 5) enhance usability of the timeline. 6) enhance usability for
the italic plugin. 7) enhance performance of waveform. 8) enhance performance of ai assisted color. 9) enhance performance of the waveform filter. 10) enhance the support for the
waveform filter. 11) enhance performance of segmentation. 12) enhance performance of the cross dissolve. 13) improve the playback performance of multiple timeline scenes. the
video created using sony vegas pro is usually more attractive than that created using another software. due to the use of the interface, the users can make videos more attractive.
when the user clicks on the timeline, the icon of the timeline is displayed. at the same time, there are always parts of the timeline displayed, so that the user can easily operate the

edit on the timeline. the display interface of sony vegas pro has been optimized. its interface has been improved. compared with the interface of a previous version, it has been
improved. due to the redesign of the interface, users can quickly edit, without waste time and effort.
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